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“We, though many, are one body in Christ, and
individually members one of another.”

At Rest
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“Rest eternal grant unto them O Lord and let
light perpetual shine upon them.”
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From the Registers of
St Luke’s Weston-under-Redcastle
4 September David Keith Driver de Valle
“Rest eternal grant unto him O Lord and let
light perpetual shine upon him.”

With harvest time in mind:
Let us come before His presence with thanksgiving. – Psalm 95:2
Gratitude is the heart’s memory. – French proverb
It is only with gratitude that life becomes rich. – Dietrich
Bonhoeffer

UPDATE
My friends,
It is important to begin by thanking the Church Wardens for their hard work
in making our three churches as Covid-safe as possible. Equally thanks
are due to all who have adapted so helpfully, positively and willingly to the
necessarily ‘different’ circumstances for our Sunday services.
Unfortunately, it has to be said that all have not always been 100%
compliant to date; however, we are now where we need to be which is
excellent - yet at the same time nothing less than how things should be.
We have to remain confident and vigilant with all continuing to play their
part positively, as our precautions are an imperative, not least as we wish
for as many as possible to be able to resume worship assured that we are
always safe. It is notable how many have reflected that, whilst not what
any of us wish, our services have taken on a ‘different’ feel and allowed for
more reflection and focus – a certain concentration on the core reasons we
gather to celebrate and be a people of hope.
We have three lovely churches where we are so accustomed to feeling ‘at
home’, amongst friends and relaxed. This, Laus Deo, will always be the
case. So, a brief reiteration of the elementary, sensible and not optional
precautions which are now becoming second nature.
• Always sanitise hands on entry, after touching anything 'communal'
and before Communion
• Wear your mask whenever attending worship
• At all times keep to physical distancing - the 2 metre rule
• Follow any other guidance of the church wardens or
sidespeople/welcomers
As we all also know, yet it is well worth repeating, at all our services a note
is made of attenders for track and trace in accordance with governmental
regulations. This is only kept for this reason and no other.
The national picture, and indeed in our ‘neck of the woods’, has
deteriorated since our last magazine came out so wider guidance and
direction is somewhat fluid as it reflects this. However, for now, you will
wish to know how things stand for the Occasional Offices of Baptisms,

Weddings and Funerals – also a reassurance about the ‘rule of six’
apropos church services.
•

The 'rule of six' does not apply to public worship, unless of course
people attend or gather before, during or after in groups of more than
6 which we must not do (unless from the same household or support
bubble). In other words across the Benefice during regular Sunday
worship this has ordinarily no direct impact as long as we maintain our
intelligent physical distancing.

•

Marriages are now limited to 15 attenders, including bride and groom.

•

Baptisms, if these are separate from the main Sunday service, the
limit is now set at 6. Should these be in the main act of worship then
more may attend dependent upon the size of the church and usual
congregation numbers.

•

Funerals, for church funerals the limit remains at 30.

It is important to stress that these are governmental directions, indicative
of the increasing gravity of the situation and the above is up to date as of
26 September - moreover do rest assured that any changes will be passed
on as soon as possible.
For those as yet not able to attend on Sundays I will continue to provide
my now (I hope) expected weekly email detailing any announcements and
providing readings, a homily, prayer diary and on-line/media services to
allow us all to stay as connected as possible. My absolute best wishes
and sincerest hope that we will be together again soon to those who, quite
understandably, are remaining at home for now.
This is not the most cheerful of updates I have ever given, however, these
are unique times which demand a unique response. I truly believe we are
managing this as best as we possibly can and that we should be deeply
appreciative of each other and our mutual support, care and concern. It is
truly heart-warming to say at every service I have seen countless
individual, often subtle, acts of the utmost consideration. We are going
that ‘extra mile’ to continue our worship and this focus on one another’s
needs is an enacted witness to our faith hope and love. Thank you. Let
us be encouraged maintain the good work – and keep smiling.
Take care and stay safe, with every good wish,
Nick

OUR CALENDAR FOR OCTOBER
It continues to feel as though we are making ourselves a hostage to
fortune by being too definitive as to what the next weeks will bring.
Nonetheless our Sundays for this month are:
SUNDAY 4 October. The Seventeenth Sunday after Trinity
(also Animal Welfare Sunday)
SUNDAY 11 October. The Eighteenth Sunday after Trinity
(also Homeless Sunday)
SUNDAY 18 October. The Feast of St Luke the Evangelist
(Healthcare Sunday)
SUNDAY 25 October. The Twentieth Sunday after Trinity
(Bible Sunday)

October has two important Festivals, both for figures from our New
Testament. Thankfully we are able to celebrate the first, St Luke, on a
Sunday across the Benefice. They are:
Sunday 18 October. St Luke the Evangelist
Wednesday 28 October. St Simon & St Jude, Apostles
St Luke the Evangelist.
2 Timothy Chapter 4. 5-17
Luke is recorded as having been a friend and companion of St Paul,
indeed in the excerpt above he is Paul’s only companion in prison.
Elsewhere Paul refers to Luke as ‘the beloved physician’: because of
this and also due to his Gospel focusing on Jesus’ healing ministry
Luke is the Patron Saint of Doctors. It is so fitting therefore that 18
October is additionally marked as Healthcare Sunday. ‘Exalting
Holiness’ includes the following in a precis of St Luke: ‘He is believed

to be the author of two books of the New Testament, firstly the Gospel
which bears his name and also the Acts of the Apostles………as a
Gentile, Luke makes clear that the good news of salvation is for all,
regardless of gender, social position or nationality.’
The Gospel of Luke and the Acts make up over a quarter of the NT
making Luke the single biggest contributor to our NT scriptures. His
Gospel has a beautiful, pictorial quality to it, tends to have more
emphasis on worship and certainly stresses the place of all especially
the ‘outsider’ in God’s salvation. His Gospel alone contains the
wonderful Song of Mary, ‘The Magnificat’, the beautiful parable of the
Prodigal Son and timeless teaching of the parable of the Good
Samaritan.
Almighty God,
who called Luke the physician,
whose praise is in the gospel,
to be an evangelist and physician of the soul,
by the grace of the Spirit
and through the wholesome medicine of the gospel,
give your Church the same love and power to heal,
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord,
who is alive and reigns with you,
in the unity of the Holy Spirit,
one God, now and forever.
St Simon & St Jude, Apostles
John chapter 15. 17 - end
Whilst Simon and Jude are recorded in the gospels of Mathew, Mark
and Luke as being among the 12 apostles we know very little of them.
(Indeed there is even mild ‘confusion’ as to the title of Jude.)
Nonetheless they must therefore have been very significant figures in
the ministry and life of Jesus.
Simon is described as the ‘the Zealot’ indicating he belonged to the
nationalist resistance to Roman occupation. Jude’s name is of course
remarkably close to that of Judas Iscariot, owing to this his name was
rarely invoked in prayer and it is possible that interceding through him
was often seen as a last resort – thus he has become known as the

‘patron saint of lost causes’.
They are joined together in
commemoration because on this day in the C7th a church which had
acquired their relics was dedicated, in Rome, to their memory.
They are joined far more deeply, eternally, as members of that
privileged 12 who accompanied Our Lord through his ministry.
Almighty God,
who built your Church upon the foundation
of the apostles and prophets,
with Jesus Christ himself as the chief cornerstone:
so join us together in the unity of the Spirit by their doctrine,
that, we may be a holy temple acceptable to you;
through Jesus Christ your Son our Lord.

Amongst the other commemorations for this month are several from
these islands each with their own witness and ministry in their time:
1 October. Anthony Ashley Cooper – Social reformer and campaigner
for factory reform and the end to child labour 1885
3 October. George Bell - Bishop, Peacemaker and ecumenist 1958
6 October. William Tyndale – Translator of the Scriptures and martyr
1536
10 October. Paulinus – Missionary, first bishop of York 644
12 October. Elizabeth Fry - Prison reformer 1845
16 October. Nicholas Ridley & Hugh Latimer – Bishops and
Reformation martyrs 1555
26 October. Alfred the Great – Ruler, scholar, founder of places of care
899
30 October. Richard Hooker – Priest, theologian, framer of the
Anglican ‘middle way’ 1600
These are not only figures from history or past ‘greats’ of the church
who adorn our calendar. They are absolutely NOT for us as those old
photographs that clutter the walls of an over-privileged stately home or
sports pavilion showing ancestors or teams past.
Their influences are in many ways still felt today as they ripple down
the years – the focus of these lives as essential a part of the church

today as ever. Social reform, peace, ecumenism, the gift of scripture,
evangelism, our unique identity as the C of E, the voice of faiths in
places of power, courage to stand for truth.
You might care to search on line for any of these people of faith, some
as all of us not quite perfect, yet inspirations all.
Their ministries and testimony as alive and vibrant today as in their
time, their work both a challenge and witness to us in our day.
Very truly we may also say: Since we are surrounded by so great a cloud
of witnesses….let us run with perseverance
the race that is set before us”

PEACE
Taken from Rotary International and sent to us by Roger Ashton
to mark World Peace Day on 21 September 2020.
Peace is - Freedom
Healthy People
Clean Water
Enough Food
Human Rights
Dignity
Clothing
Housing
Concern for mankind
Forgiveness and reconciliation
Peace is love

School Chaplain
I am very delighted to have been appointed School Chaplain at
Thomas Adams School, Wem and Sir John Talbot School,
Whitchurch. So much has changed in so many areas of our lives
during this time of pandemic and schools are no exception. It is
certainly an interesting time to start a new job!

My role as School Chaplain is to be available to listen and journey
with the whole school community in good times and bad. There are
times when we each need a listening ear, a word of
encouragement, someone to weep with us and someone to
celebrate our successes, both small and large, and this is what a
chaplain does.
As a chaplain I am available to the school
community seeking to bring love, hope, understanding and peace.
Chaplaincy is about getting on other people’s level and walking
alongside them for a short while or over many years. I am available
to support everyone, people of all faiths and people of no faith, by
engaging in conversations and sharing in the day to day life of the
school community.
Everyone has been very welcoming and friendly and it is a joy and
privilege to journey with these communities and start to get to know
staff, pupils, parents and carers.
If you see me in school do stop and say hello!
Revd Deborah Walton

WEM STORE CUPBOARD
We are all facing difficult times with Covid and it's alarming when
you suddenly find you can't make your income cover your costs.
Wem Store Cupboard has been set up to offer support in the form
of food parcels. It is open to residents of Wem Town and can be
accessed even if you are in work or you've never needed help
before. So please don't feel embarrassed if some extra food
supplies would help feed you or your family - just get in touch it's confidential and discreet and understanding.
Please contact 01939 232733 for more information on how to
access this service

Any queries about searches in the Whitchurch Road
Cemetery or elsewhere
Please contact Mr Tom Edwards of 1 Eckford Park, Wem,
SY4 5HL or on 01939 233932

Finding Anglican F(l)avour in Aotearoa NZ,
the Land of the Long White Cloud
Hello, I’m Ruth Empson, I emigrated from the UK to New Zealand
thirteen years ago, and have inexplicably landed back in North
Shropshire, a part of the UK I don’t know at all; thank you to
everyone for their wonderful, friendly welcomes! I am always
grateful that we can find the familiarity of the Anglican Communion
all over the world. Born in Cyprus at RAF Akrotiri (possibly familiar
to some) I grew up all over the south of England and was educated
at Oxford and London Universities. After my PhD I was enormously
lucky to carve out an academic career all over the world; Germany
(Koln and Berlin), Israel (Beesheva), Japan (Tokyo) and London,
ending up in the South Island of New Zealand at the University of
Otago in the Department of Physiology.
New Zealand, Aotearoa, Land of the Long White Cloud, is home to
a liberal flavour of catholic, as in universal, Anglicanism; we
welcome and celebrate diversity, including gay priests and
blessings of same sex partnerships. I am not sure how this is similar
or different to today’s CofE but I’m looking forward to learning with
you all, about these … and many other things.
The purpose of my return is to be in the same country as my mother
during the Covid pandemic. I felt a strong pull from God, so here I
am. Thankfully, my employer is keeping my position open for a year
whilst we see what happens. I will do some online teaching and
research from here; then who knows ... Many have had their worlds
turned upside down by Covid, in myriads of ways, perhaps mine
has too, quite literally!
In NZ it was my privilege to serve as People’s Warden at St Paul’s
Cathedral in Dunedin, a coastal city of about 250,000 people (or
200,000 when the University of Otago students leave over the
summer). My service to the Cathedral also included being a server,
a crucifer, sidesperson, reader, tea lady, cake baker … and I
particularly enjoyed contributing to the Dunedin Interfaith Council,
advocating for peaceful education of religious diversity in Dunedin.

The Cathedral was built in 1919 so we celebrated our centenary last
year; it is a very special place, solidly built (a huge amount of
concrete sustains the vaulted ceiling) and with some amazing old
and new stained-glass windows; pre-Covid it welcomed many
visitors every year especially from cruise ships, but it will be a while
before St Paul’s sees these tourists again. In typically Anglican
style, the building ran out of money as it was built! so was not fully
finished until 1975 when a modern apse was added. Interestingly, it
is that newest part of the building that has failed first. As is the case
with much in NZ, St Paul’s in Dunedin punches above its weight. In
reality it is a tiny cathedral compared with UK cathedrals and run
almost entirely by a faithful band of mostly women volunteers and
several non-stipendiary clergy. Only the Dean is full time, the
administrator, groundsman and Director of Music are all part time
and paid by the Cathedral. St Paul’s sustains itself completely by
the generosity of its parishioners. It is also mother church to the
Diocese of Otago and Southland, with its contrasting landscapes of
snowy mountains, hot, arid wineries and lush dairy pastures.

Upon returning I am struck by the amazing small churches across
the Shropshire countryside, and what a headache their upkeep
must be! How incredibly unsuited they appear to be for modern

British life and worship (though pews have recently become useful
again for distancing!), but how their permanence remains a critical
part of English ancestry and community. As Warden at St Paul’s we
repaired the leaking skylight windows in the “new” apse; this was
quite a project with all the intricacies of working on a heritage
building (100 years is old in NZ!) and also involved earthquake
strengthening as part of the plan – in 1919 no one worried about
such things. Many of you will know that NZ is seismically active as
the Alpine Fault runs along the backbone of NZ, creating the
beautifully uplifted Southern Alps; imagine jagged snowy peaks,
amazing skiing and pristine glaciers.
Services at St Paul’s are the 0800 Eucharist BCP, and 1000 Sung
Eucharist. I still love BCP, as it is so familiar, but I also love the
more modern services and words we use. I have come to
particularly appreciate the joy of sharing our peace (something that
was NEVER done in the English CofE church of my childhood …). I
suspect many miss the physicality of sharing the peace in these
Covid times, but a distanced one is still very good. I also enjoyed
Taizé prayer, every Sunday evening at All Saints Church in
Dunedin. The Cathedral offers daily prayers for the City and midweek Eucharist, including Te Hakari Tapu (Māori Eucharist, tapu
means sacred, Māori are indigenous people of NZ) and weekly and
Sunday Evensongs. The choir is excellent and considerably
enriches worship. As a Cathedral the style of worship is generally
simple and accessible for all including visitors and travellers, a key
part of its mission. The Cathedral also performs many civic duties
and is used for music, theatre and arts; last year Murder in the
Cathedral starred our wonderful +Steve!
The Anglican Church in New Zealand has its own beautiful prayer
book, with beautiful liturgies. The NZ Prayer Book was completed in
1988 and contains something for everyone. All three tikanga, Māori,
Pacifica (Pacific Islands, think Cook Islands, Rarotonga, Tonga,
Vanuatu, Niue, Samoa, New Caledonia etc) and Pakēha (white
European) are woven together with Maori, Tongan, Polynesian,
Fijian and English languages. The story of how Anglicanism arrived
in New Zealand is interesting and the colonial wrongs that are still
being righted from the Treaty of Waitangi (1840) remain quite
shocking. Only in the last forty years has serious reconciliation of

the Anglican Church’s missionary mistakes (betrayal, land-grab)
begun. The Church has so much to learn from Māori spirituality that
is linked directly to connection with the land, our turangawaewae.
The approach of many indigenous peoples to wrongdoing is also
one of healing for both victim and perpetrator, a restorative justice;
we could all do well to listen more carefully.
To end, a short evening prayer from the NZ Prayer Book; legend
says this was written late one night and then tossed in the bin! The
next morning someone fished it out and decided it was worth
keeping after all; I am so glad they did, it is one of my favourites; I
hope you enjoy it too.
Lord,
It is night.
The night is for stillness,
Let us be still in the presence of God.
It is night after a long day.
What has been done has been done:
What has not been done has not been done:
Let it be.
The night is dark.
Let our fears of the darkness of the world and our own lives
Rest in you.
The night is quiet.
Let the quietness of your peace enfold us,
All dear to us
And all who have no peace.
The night heralds the dawn.
Let us look expectantly towards a new day,
New joys,
New possibilities.
In your name we pray, Amen. (Amine)
Inset Image: Apostles Window St Paul’s Dunedin - for more go to
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=CaUSo371RjY for a fun, virtual
tour (Cloudpoint Survey).

The day my pen ran dry
It was an ordinary day in Lockdown. Newspaper on my knee,
Sudoku nearly finished, all was quiet in the house. Then just as
silently, my pen ran dry. I managed to scratch the last couple of
numbers with the dying ballpoint tip and that completed that puzzle
for the day.
As all good Scouts were taught: “Be Prepared” and umpteen years
ago I regarded myself as a Good Scout following this excellent
advice. I still do follow that advice and keeping a reserve of
whatever has been my regular habit.
Thus it did not take long to go to the reserve supply of fresh
ballpoint pens and select the one that I wanted to use next. Sadly,
the one that had expired was non-refillable. No refill for that
excellent ballpoint pen so I chose a different ballpoint which I knew
had recently been fitted with a new refill. Ready for the Crossword!
Yes, there is yet one more in reserve in case this one fails.
Do we not all keep something in reserve? Consider the petrol tank
in the car. The little dial among others on the instrument panel in
front of the driver indicates how much remains, well, roughly. Some
cars have a more sophisticated indication by showing the number of
miles before “Empty” but that calculation cannot take account of a
long delay in a traffic jam. Somehow it calculates on speeds and
usage and from experience it could show a very optimistic
suggestion of miles remaining in the tank.
“Be Prepared” is a reminder to ensure that one has the means to
complete in a timely fashion a journey or a job or any task in hand,
subject, naturally, to accidents and the totally unforeseeable.
“Be Prepared” is also a reminder that for all of us Life can come to
an end when we least expect it. We know that throughout his
lifetime Jesus was preparing for his end and ensuring that his
disciples would be prepared and ready to carry forward his example
to mankind. His words through his teaching and actions through the
miracles that he performed were all leading his closest followers to

the best that he could give them – faith in their future by being
prepared.
“Be Prepared” is perhaps coming full circle as I write this because,
just now in mid-September, we are being warned of the second
wave of Coronavirus making its invisible impact felt across the UK
and mainland Europe. How could the world’s population of mankind
have forecast this situation just twelve months ago? If the wise
people of the SAGE committee were looking ahead and felt that
there would be a second wave what should (or could) they have
done?
A second Lockdown? Pick at areas where testing showed an
increase in the spread of the virus? What local conditions to apply?
Why not go for the great blanket approach and have a second
attempt to reduce the infection rates to near nil? How wonderful
that might be for the health of the country and easing of pressure on
the NHS. However, ‘normal’ life has to continue and that means
being careful how restrictions are imposed and having regard for
the impact on UK business. Business generates profit; profit means
more tax payable; more tax revenues mean more cash in GOV.UK
coffers to inject into the economy. Stopping or slowing business
shuts down this cycle and will, if GOV.UK is not very careful, chime
the death knell for our country’s prosperity.
Over many years – perhaps hundreds – the UK has built up its
position in the world. Not now, it seems, from exploiting natural
resources because coal mines have all closed. Natural Gas may
have a finite life. Oilfields may go the same way. Are we
“Prepared”? Our generation of mature people has lived through
some very tough times and some good times but can the next
generation “Be Prepared”? In the absence of Reserves …
… I fear that there may be no answer to that one.
Bob D ibben

WHITCHURCH FOODBANK
HELPING LOCAL PEOPLE IN CRISIS
Our Local Food Bank continues its essential and extraordinary work amongst us. The need
which it meets looks set to rise over the coming months, yet amongst the many trials it
has faced is now the possibility that churches which year on year seasonally add to the
Food Bank stock at Harvest will be having smaller services and therefore forwarding fewer
harvest donations.
Please do not let this be so for any of our three churches, the Food Bank need is greater
than ever. Amongst the items they are particularly short of at present are:
Small jars of coffee Cereals Tins of spaghetti hoops
Tinned pies Packets of mashed potato
Tins of rice pudding Tins of meat
Tins of custard Tins of fruit
Tins of peas Bottles of cordial/squash
Tins of carrots Jars of jam
Tins of sweetcorn Chocolate snack biscuits
Tins of tuna Sponge puddings
All the churches in our Benefice do a wonderful job in supporting our local Food Bank. If
you are now coming back to church do please consider bringing a donation to this, nonperishable food of any description plus essential toiletries will always be gratefully
received – an up to date list of specific shortages is always available on their website
(underneath).
If you are not yet able to resume Sunday worship, or bringing donations to church is not
easy, you can still support in the following three ways. The Food Bank is still open to accept donations at their base, Bargates Hall Whitchurch, in
the usual way between 09.30-11.30 on Tuesdays & Fridays. Social Distancing will be
maintained. There are two other alternatives:
Firstly: the Wem Co-op will take donations, please ask staff for the exact location of the
'bin'.
Secondly: via online giving, please go to their website - whitchurch.foodbank.org.uk
where donations can be made on line.
‘For I was hungry and you gave me food, I was thirsty and you gave me drink’
Matthew 25.35a

Lee Brockhurst WI
‘Famous last words’ springs to mind as I recall that my last parish
magazine entry included the phrase “At last … Lee Brockhurst W.I.
is resuming physical meetings”…. Not!
However W.I. ladies are nothing if not resourceful so, undaunted,
we switched back to Zoom and enjoyed a fascinating meeting with
graphologist Susan Ord, who gave us an insight into how to
assess personality from handwriting for our September meeting.
She included examples from famous people – Donald Trump’s was
especially revealing! We were delighted to welcome three guests
(& potential new members) to this meeting.
An enjoyable Book Club Zoom meeting was held on September
14th to discuss George Eliot’s ‘The Mill on The Floss’ which most
members liked, although the impotence of women of that era was
disturbing. By complete contrast, the BBC Sounds audiobook
chosen to review at our next meeting is ‘Queenie’ by Candice
Carty-Willis – a challenging and potentially shocking read. Wem
library informed us the next day that physical books are available
again for reading groups so we are also reading Tracy Chevalier’s
‘The Last Runaway’ to review on 2nd November. Pleasingly we have
acquired a few new Book club members during recent months and
discussions have become even more wide ranging.
Sadly ‘What’s the Point’, our craft club, has fallen victim to the
coronavirus rules so meetings are postponed until January when
the situation will be reassessed – which has given us a breathing
space in which to complete our seventieth birthday bunting!
Similarly our ‘Summer Strollers’ have hung up their boots until next
spring.

Our next main meeting is scheduled for 7.30pm
on 20th October when we shall be entertained on Zoom by artist
and illustrator Katy Alston who will talk about how she makes
her illustrated and annotated maps, including the research of
interesting snippets, history, field names and folklore. (This is a
return ‘visit’ for Katy – last time she taught us all how to make
‘zines’ which was a very popular session.)
If you would like more information, or if you would like to join our
W.I. Zoom meetings (on a ‘try before you buy’ basis!) do please
contact our very helpful secretary Julie Woolfenden on
01939 200237 or jjwoolfenden@gmail.com. We are a warm and
welcoming W.I. so do consider giving us a try – it’s an evening of
fun and friendship amidst troubling times, and there is a discounted
offer for anyone joining at the present time (£10 .75 for six
months).
Finally, having received positive feedback from the inclusion of a
couple of jokes last time, here are a few more of my favourites;
I'm addicted to brake fluid - But I can stop whenever I want to.
Years ago I used to supply 'Filofaxes' to the Mafia - I was involved in
very organised crime.
I hate Russian dolls - so full of themselves.
A cement mixer collided with a prison van - The police are on the
lookout for 16 hardened criminals.
I went on a once in lifetime holiday - Never again.
Keep smiling and stay healthy!

Sue Wilton-Morgan

Whitchurch Road Cemetery Chapel – Woven Panel Project
The
small
unlisted
historical chapel in the
centre of Whitchurch
Road
Cemetery
was
designed by architect
George H Birch and built
in 1892, the year that
the
cemetery
was
opened. Mounted on the
interior walls is a series
of 15 beautiful, highly decorative, loom-woven rush work panels.
Not all of these beautiful
Victorian panels are in
good condition and over
time
some
of
them,
especially those on the
North wall, have become
loose, damaged and worn.
As far as we are aware the
panels are very rare but
despite wide research we cannot yet find any information about
them. We are continuing our efforts. Several specialists, who
have seen the panels, have remarked on how wonderful and
intricately woven they are and how they must be preserved for
the future as part of our heritage.
The Friends of Whitchurch Road Cemetery are delighted to
have found an accredited and suitably qualified professional
conservator who has agreed to take on the project at a
competitive cost. The work will be carried out by Drakon

Heritage and Conservation at the Birmingham Museum and Art
Gallery, where they hire studio space. The panels will be
cleaned and stabilised, any damaged areas will be realigned and
the panels will be mounted onto a non-stretchy support material.

The cost of the project is £6,400 and we have now begun our
fundraising efforts. We will be opening the chapel to visitors
(whilst safe distancing), applying for grants and holding
fundraising events when allowed. To date we have raised
£2,250, which includes a donation from the Charitable Trust of
the Worshipful Company of Basketmakers, who have been very
interested in our project.
To allow this project to continue we now need the help of local
people. If you would like to fundraise on our behalf, make a
donation, or arrange to view the panels please contact Judy
Crichton (01939 234489), Father Nick or any other member of
our group. The chapel is open for pre-arranged visits and also
for special occasions or services.

Wem Rural Deanery Magazine July 1935
Last month I wrote about the advertisements in the magazine (which
covered nine parishes in the old Rural Deanery of Wem, although
not Wem itself) and about the services in the churches. Every church
except Broughton had services every Sunday at 11 a.m. and 6.30
p.m., and most also had Holy Communion at 8 a.m. on some or all
Sundays. Some churches had services during the week, notably
Shawbury which had services every day.
The two main Rural Deanery events were the Deanery Mothers’
Union Festival and the Deanery Missionary Festival.
In 1935, when the Mothers’ Union was presided over by Mrs
Turner, wife of the Rector of Wem, it was decided, however, not to
have a Deanery Mothers’ Union Festival. Each Branch was
encouraged to have its own Festival. But the Mothers’ Union did
have its own Missionary Festival, in Wem on 8 October at 3 p.m.
Miss Woolley would speak on the Caravan Mission and the SundaySchool-by-Post in Canada. ‘Tea will be given by the Wem
Committee Members and there will be a collection’.
The Deanery Missionary Festival was fixed for Thursday 18 July at
Grinshill. It would begin at 3 p.m. with a Meeting in the Garden of
Grinshill Hall through the kindness of Mrs Shaw. An additional
attraction was permission from Major and Mrs Lord to walk through
into their grounds from the Hall. At the meeting Sir Offley
Wakeman would be in the Chair and the speaker would be the Revd
G. B. Redman, a Herefordshire Rector who had been a missionary in
India. Then there would be tea, ‘at a moderate price’, in Grinshill
Schoolroom. At 7 p.m. there would be Evensong in Grinshill
Church, with a sermon by the Revd T. R. P. Thomas, a Vicar near
Tamworth, who had been a Chaplain in Australia. (His correct name
was T. R. P. F. Thorman.) The final sentence has a sting in the tail ‘The speakers will provide us with some first-hand knowledge,
which is what we need in these days of many speakers, whose art

hides their lack of experience’.
I’m not sure when the Deanery Missionary Festival finished, but I
do remember attending Deanery Missionary Festival Evensongs in
the 1950s – one in Myddle and the other in Newtown (little
dreaming that I would end up as Parish Priest of both parishes!). I
still recall one speaker saying that more money was spent in England
on pet food than was given to the missionary societies. Memory is a
strange and haphazard thing.
More, ‘from the parishes’, next month.
William Price
Elizabeth Fry, prison reformer
The prison reformer and philanthropist Elizabeth Fry died 175 years ago, on
12th October 1845. She was widely admired during her lifetime and after, and
was depicted on the British £5 note between 2001 and 2016.
She was born into the family of a wealthy Quaker banker, John Gurney, in
Norwich in 1870. She rededicated her life to Christ at the age of 18 and
devoted herself to helping the downtrodden. This she continued to do after
her marriage to London merchant Joseph Fry, and while giving birth to 11
children.
She was a minister of the Society of Friends from 1811 and travelled in
England and Europe inspecting prisons and writing reports that were highly
influential, transforming gaols from “pits of indecency and brutality” to more
orderly places with a new interest in reform. She was admired by both Queen
Victoria and Florence Nightingale.
Early on she made frequent visits to Newgate Prison in London, suggesting
radical improvements that were adopted both there and in other prisons. She
read the Bible to inmates and gave Bibles away, combining social work with
proclamation of the Gospel in a way that inspired future generations. Her
insights also led to the Prison Reform Act of 1823.

Has Summer ended already … or … here comes Autumn?
Modern double-glazing is very efficient at isolating one from the
worst of the weather outside and indeed from much of the noise of
passing traffic and loud people passing late in the evening.
In these early days of September the temperature has chilled off
considerably, showing us how fickle is the weather these days.
One week there is ferociously hot sunshine encouraging the
populus of the UK to act like lemmings and all head for the coast
and other attractive places. Did lemmings care for Coronavirus
when it is said that they arrived at the edge of their cliff and took a
leap? Did the general populus of the UK care? They certainly
should have done so, unlike the lemmings. A week later and we
have clouds, rain and chill winds to encourage only the hardiest of
folk out for the day with their paddleboards, flippers and snorkels.
Easing of the Coronavirus Rules was anticipated too soon by many,
especially the more adventurous generation in the age range of 18
to 30 ish. The news reports showed multitudes (well in excess of
5,000) on the Bournemouth beaches and leaving litter everywhere
for the hard-pressed locals to clear before the next ‘invasion’ of
families and groups.
Inland similar scenes were repeated, even up the popular trails on
Snowdon, and the Rules and local regulations were blatantly
ignored. Barbeques in tinder-dry moorland and forest areas set off
more fires and some groups cut down mature trees to make
“clearings” for their illegal activities. Latterly there have been
“raves” secretly attracting hundreds, on occasions thousands, of
young people all completely ignoring their own safety from catching
Coronavirus and if they already have the virus they have been
wantonly passing it on to others. These “raves” have generated
noise through the night, to the annoyance of local residents. The
organisers have been fined by the police - £10,000 per “rave” and
their expensive sound equipment has been seized. Badly parked
cars which conveyed the party goers have been towed away. But
will they learn and take note for the future?

These activities of outdoor parties and Festivals are traditionally
Summer activities. Perhaps, when Summer has ended, there will
be less gatherings of this nature and in hindsight the folk attending
will appreciate the folly of mixing in close proximity to potential
carriers of the virus. Test and trace; test and trace!
What have we experienced in Wem and hereabouts? Generally,
people have been considerate and well behaved but it needs 100%
observance of the Rules. 99% is not good enough. Well organised
places are very carefully observing every Rule. Our churches can
be cited as excellent examples of observing the very best practices
to ensure that Rules are met and congregations are as safe as
possible. Our thanks to Fr Nick for so meticulously setting out the
correct interpretation of the Church of England Rules across the
Benefice as the Rules develop and are modified. Three different
church buildings required different considerations and the helpful
cooperation of Churchwardens at each. Thank you, all. Who could
have organised the holding of services post-lockdown any better
than Fr Nick?
Back to thoughts of Summer and a glance at the window pane now
tells me that, right on cue and as forecast, the rain has appeared
and the double glazing is now wet on the outside. Perhaps this
does indicate that the time has come for the meteorological end of
Summer, as the weather forecasters have told us over the past few
evenings.
Into Autumn and what next? More attention to Coronavirus Rules
and mutterings that Shielding might return to keep the vulnerable
people safe. The Pandemic is far from spent. It spreads so quickly,
far and wide, globally and the message remains “Keep safe, keep
well”.

Bob Dibben

Holy Days in the OCTOBER Calendar
1st
1st
4th
6th
9th
9th
10th
10th
11th
11th
12th
12th
12th
13th
15th
16th
16th
17th
18th
19th
23rd
25th
26th
26th
28th
29th
31st

Remigius, Bishop of Rheims, 533.
Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury, 1885.
Francis of Assisi, Founder of the Friars Minor, 1226.
William Tyndale, Translator of the Scriptures, 1536.
Denys, Bishop of Paris, and his Companions, c 250.
Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln, 1253.
Paulinus, Bishop of York, Missionary, 644.
Thomas Traherne, Poet, Spiritual Writer, 1674.
Ethelburga, Abbess of Barking, 675.
James the Deacon, Companion of Paulinus, 7th C.
Wilfrid of Ripon, Bishop, Missionary, 709.
Elizabeth Fry, Prison Reformer, 1845.
Edith Cavell, Nurse, 1915.
Edward the Confessor, King of England, 1066.
Teresa of Avila, Teacher of the Faith, 1582.
Nicholas Ridley, Bishop of London, Martyr, 1555.
Hugh Latimer, Bishop of Worcester, Martyr, 1555.
Ignatius, Bishop of Antioch, Martyr, c 107.
Luke the Evangelist.
Henry Martyn, Translator of Scriptures, Missionary in
India and Persia, 1812.
James of Jerusalem, the Brother of Our Lord, Bishop
and Martyr.
Crispin and Crispinian, Martyrs at Rome, c 287.
Alfred the Great, King of West Saxons, Scholar, 899.
Cedd, Abbot, Bishop of East Saxons, 664.
Simon and Jude, Apostles.
James Hannington, Bishop & Martyr in Uganda, 1885.
Martin Luther, Reformer, 1546.

Edith Cavell
Edith was a vicar’s daughter from Swardeston in Norfolk, where she was born in
1865. She became a governess, but her heart was set on nursing, so she went on
to train at the London Hospital, before nursing in various hospitals such as St
Pancras and Manchester.
When Edith was 42, she decided to go abroad, and was appointed matron of a
large training centre for nurses in Brussels. She was still there seven years later,
when the First World War broke out and German troops invaded Belgium on their
way to Paris and the Channel Ports.
Edith’s nursing school became a Red Cross hospital, and she turned down the
opportunity to return to the safety of England. Instead, her nurses tended wounded
soldiers from both German and Allied armies. She was also helping to smuggle
200 British soldiers across the border into the Netherlands. Finally, the Germans
arrested Edith in August 1915, and put her into solitary confinement. They tricked
her into confessing to a charge which carried the death penalty. But Edith refused
to show either regret at what she had done, or any fear or bitterness towards her
captors.
th

On 11 October 1915, the night before her execution, Edith is reported as saying:
“I am thankful to have had these ten weeks of quiet to get ready. Now I have had
them and have been kindly treated here. I expected my sentence and I believe it
was just. Standing, as I do, in view of God and eternity, I realise that patriotism is
not enough. I must have no hatred or bitterness to anyone.” Edith was shot by a
th
firing squad next day, on 12 October 1915.
After the war her body was exhumed and buried in Norwich Cathedral. Her
memorial service in Westminster Abbey attracted thousands. A commemorative
statue of her stands near Trafalgar Square.

The next issue is scheduled to be prepared on Thursday 22 October and
will be available on Friday 30 October after 4.15 pm if we are able to
produce a physical magazine. Otherwise it will go out in an electronic
version.
Items for the magazine can be left in the drawer at the back of
the church in Wem (by 9 am Thursday) or sent to:
pamedgmond@hotmail.com

